




Kodak Medalist . 

A RADICAL departure in camera design- Kodak Medal

ist, unlike any other 27.:1: x 37.:1: camera, combines in one 

compact, integrated assembly the convenience of roll 

film . . . easy adaptability to the back extensions, ground

glass focusing, and negative-material range of a view cam

era .. . and the scope, accuracy, and operating refinements 

of a precision miniature. This has never been done before. 

Kodak Medalist was designed and built to anticipate the 

demands of the most critical workers-news, commercial, 

and scientific photographers who must produce consist

ently good results . . . advanced amateurs and pictorialists 

who compete on the basis of quality ... and enthusiasts, 

generally, who want the finest equipment available. 

If your own interest in photography is in one of these 

fields- or is some special application that similarly re

quires unapproached negative quality, and unequaled ac

curacy and convenience-you will undoubtedly choose 

Kodak Medalist as your next camera. 

Its features, design, and operation . . . how it can be 

used .. . what it will do ... are described on the following 

pages. But, as you will certainly want to handle the 

camera itself-and inspect samples of its work- this 

booklet is planned to supplement such an examination of 

the Medalist, at your Kodak dealer's . 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
ROC H EST E R , N . Y. 



The most popular negative size common to professional 
and anLateur photography is 2 1/4 X 3 1/4 inches . .. 

THE 23-i x 33-i size is popular because it is large enough for detail in nega
tives and contact prints . .. for critical focusing in a ground glass . .. and 
for enlarging to almost any size. And because, at the same time, it is small 
en ough to make possible compac tness in the camera ... high speed and 
great depth of field in the lens .. . and convenience in handling, processing, 
and enlarging the n egatives. 

This particular shape is popular because its proportion, approximately 
the ideal dimensional relation of classic composition , is gen erally pleasing 
in both horizontal and vertical pictures . 

Kodak Medalist produces 23-i x 3~ n egatives on 620 roll film ; and, with 
its accessory back, on 520 film packs and 6.5 x 9-cm. sheet film s and plates. 
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A great many photographers want to be able to 
choose from a wide variety of enLulsions . .. 

THE basic Medalist with its roll film back uses the 620 size of Kodak 
Plus-X Film for general all-round panchromatic picture taking; Kodak 
Super-XX for extreme speed; Kodak Panatomic-X for extremely fine 
grain; Kodak Veri chrome for orthochromatic results, and Kodak Infrared 
for dramatic effects. With its accessory back and proper holder or adapter, 
it takes 6.5 x 9-cm. (and 2J.i x 3J.i-inch) sheet films- Eastman Super 
Panchro-Press [or high speed and rapid developing; Eastman Tri-X for 
highest speed; Eastman Super Ortho Press, a high speed ortho film, and 
23 other sheet films, including Professional Kodachrome ... six Kodak 
Films available in packs ... and more than 150 Eastman plates, including 
the differentially color-sensitized spectroscopic emulsions. 
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Contemporary, critical photography requires a fast, 
highly corrected lens . .. 

KODAK MEDALIST'S lOO-mm. / /3 .5 Kodak EkLar lens more than meets 
these specifications- it is, unreservedly, the finest lens ever available in 
the 2.!-i x 3.!-i field. It consists of five elements (shown in the background) 
... like all Ektars, it is focused as a unit ... and its formula is a n ew one 
computed especially for the Medalist. All interior glass-air surfaces are 
treated, which , together with special mount and shutter surfaces, reduces 
inter-surface refl ection s to a minimum and produces negatives with more 
brilliant contrast- full color Kodachrome transparen cies wiLh greater 
color purity. Its technical characteristics include an angle of coverage of 
54 degrees ... fla t field ... greatly improved color correction longitudi
nally and exact register laterally . .. no measurable coma or linear distor
tion ... exceptional light transmission ... and superior definition. 

Its n ew formula, based on new glasses and latest knowledge ... its 
surface trea tment ... and the critically tested assembling of the lens 
elements in the precision mounts ... all contribute to the unmatched 
perform ance of Kodak Medalist 's great lens. 
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And the lens should be controlled by an accurate, 
high-speed shutter . .. 

KODAK MEDALIST'S shutter is a special model of Kodak Supermatic 
No.2, the world's most accurate between-the-lens shutter- shown above 
against a performance chart. It is of the gear-train retard, presetting type, 
with blades of special thin, low-inertia spring steel; base plate and all gears 
of nickel silver or stainless steel. It has eight apei·tures fromf/32 to f /3.5 
.. . nine speeds from 1 to 1/400 second, plus bulb .. . time exposures are 
made with special locking lever on plunger release, or by using a TBI cable 
release. It has built-in delayed-exposure mechanism, and cable release 
socket for remote control and Photoflash synchronization. Aperture and 
shutter scales are easily visible from the operating position- shutter speed 
scale is divided with separate indicators for high and low speeds . 

Rigidly tested for both the sizes of its apertures and its speeds, the 
Kodak Supermatic shutter is dependably accurate throughout its range of 
exposures, and under extreme operating conditions. Kodak Medalist's 
f /3.5 Kodak Ektar lens and this Kodak Supermatic No.2 shutter represent 
the world's finest lens-in-shutter combination. 
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Precision photography demands an accurate po
sitional relation between lens and film . .. 

FOR critical focus, th e distan ce between lens and film plane mu st be ac
curately determined and maintained ; for critical definition thro ughout the 
negative, the focal plan e of the lens and th e plane of the film must exactly 
coincide wh en the lens is in focus. Kodak Medalist 's radically n ew lens 
support meets these requirements and is an important advan ce in precision 
camera design. In stead of the bed and bellows of the conventional larger
n egative camera, th e Medalist has two h elically interthreaded tubular 
members, tooled to extremely low toleran ce, which support the lens- at 
any position- with over thirty inches of metal-to-metal bearing. Th e lens 
is extended and retracted by the focusing ring, or the microfocusing knob
always on axis . . . parallel with the film plan e . .. without twisting or 
turning. 

Thi s results in lens positioning of new accuracy and dependability .. . 
exact coinciden ce between focal and film pl anes .. . and makes possible the 
direct eam-and-Iever coupled mechanisms described on the following pages. 
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CoupLings between film advance and shutter have 
demonstrated their value . . . 

Manual Shulter-

Time Exposure LeV" r _~ _ _ ~_ 

Shutter-Cocking Signol 

KODAK MEDALIST'S shutter is connected by a single arm with the body 
controls- the film-winding knob which automatically cocks the shutter 
as film is advanced ... a manual cocking lever used for the accessory back 
and for making intentional double exposures . .. a visible signal which 
shows whether the shutter is cocked . .. and a body plunger shutter release 
providing double-exposure prevention. The plunger has a lever for making 
time exposures, and is locked against accidental release when the lens is 
retracted. 

The film-winding knob is controlled by a measuring device which auto
matically prevents further winding after the proper length of film has been 
advanced. Exposures are automatically counted and shown on an indicator. 

These positive couplings were made possible by the fixed relative posi
tion of Kodak Medalist's shutter and body- they are a convenience in 
operation . .. permit pictures in rapid succession .. . and allow the 
Medalist user to concentrate upon his subject. 
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Modern photography requires quick, accurate field 
and focus determination . .. 

Facusing Dial 

Parallax-Carrecting Frame 

View-Finder Eyepiece Lens 

Depth-of-Field ~c~'~:~=====~$iir.;::: 
Infrared Facusing Index 

Triangulating End Prism 

Range-Finder Objective 

Range-Finder Windaw 

THE special lens support of Kodak Medalist makes possible positive cam
and-lever couplings of the lens with a split-field, military-type range finder 
. . . with a focusing scal e, indexed for visible and infrared light, and coupled 
with a depth-of-field scale ... and with the vertical parallax-correc tion of the 
view finder. (This finder is centered above the lens- th ere is no horizontal 
displacement.) Finders and scales are also accura te with the accessory back 
- th e difference in film planes is automatically compensated. The rear 
elements of both range and view sys tems are brought together in a twin 
eyepiece. A shift in the angle of vision- without moving the eye- shows 
both field and range-finder images. 

Both systems are exceptionally accurate and contribute importantly to 
the Medalist's precision and ease of operation. For direct focusing and 
viewing, on tripod or stand, the accessory sh eet film back has a hooded 
ground-glass panel with magnifier. 
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Lens mount, couplings, preaswn, and rigidity 
dictated a new construction . .. 

THE construction of Kodak Medalist represents another basic departure 
in 234 x 334 camera design. The absence of the usual bellows and bellows 
opening and, instead, the necessity of positive connection of the lens 
mount and camera proper ... the type and number of its couplings ... 
the compactness desired in the camera ... and the over-all rigidity, durabil
ity, and precision required, were all determining factors. 

The result, shown here stripped of all parts, is composed entirely of in
terlocking, light-trapped die-castings of special alloys. Some of these cast
ings provide' bases for the various mechanisms- others provide excep
tionally sturdy housings and protection. One casting, for example, acts as 
part of the film track and is also the base plate for the focusing and shutter 
couplings. This unique construction- with no wood, sheet metal, or unsup
ported parts- contributes importantly to the operation and accuracy of 
Kodak Medalist. 
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J(odak Medalist - Your Next Camera? 

HERE IS KODAK MEDALIST, complete---a new kind of 2>i x 3>i camera 
- with built-in roll film convenien ce, and in stant adaptability for film 
packs, shee t film, and plates. It gives you the fin est lens ever available in 
the fi eld, in the world's most accuratc between-the-l ens shutter . .. with a 
n ew constru ction which provides precise lens positioning, and makes pos
sibl e new· couplings between lens and body controls- and shutter and film 
system . .. all housed in a sturdy die-cast case. 

Kodak Medalist will be interesting to almost everyone seriously engaged 
in ph otography-simply as an important n ew camera achievement, provid
ing all th ese features for the first time. Its principal interest to you, how
ever, is wh ether it is to be your n ext camera ... 

First, visualize yourself with a Medalist- loading it with your " pet" 
film, or with all the different n egative materials you can use with its acces
sory back. Using it to make the pictures you want- the kinds of pi ctures 
possible with an / /3.5 lens and 1/400-second shutter ... pictures with 
unequaled brilliance, definition, contrast, and general quality. Using it, 
with its accessory back, as a shee t film or film pack camera with built-in 
accurate range- and view-finding equipment ... or with the ground-glass 
panel and back extension units on tripod or stand ... and, with a lamp
hou se and stand, as an enlarger for its n egatives . 

Next, you will of course want to see the camera itself at your dealer 's . 
When you do, hold it in picture-taking position . .. " rack" the lens in and 
out-you will immediately sense the Medalist's balan ce and " feel," char
acteristic of all really fine precision instruments. Loo k through its twin 
eyepiece at the brilliant parallax-correc ted field, and its magnified split 
range-finder images ... advance th e film, which stops automatically, cocks 
the shutter , and records the exposure, and you will appreciate its simpli city 
in operation. In its couplings between lens and finders- and between film 
and shutter- and in its over-all handling, Kodak Medalist has the quick, 
accurate operating ease of a fine miniature. 

While you are at your dealer 's, be sure to examine specim ens of the 
Medalist 's results- and compare them with usual prints and enlargements. 
Several Kodak Medalist pictures are illustrated in this booklet- to indicate 
the types of pictures possible with it- but only originals can show yo u 
their un excelled quality. 
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Then, after you have handled the camera- and inspected some of its re
sults- consider Kodak Medalist as your next camera_ The answer depends 
entirely upon your present and planned picture taking_ If your own needs 
are modest, some other camera may be all you wanL But if you want 2 J,i x 
3 J,i pictures, on a variety of emulsions, with first-quality results, and made 
with utmost convenience and precisi.on, there is, literally, no other answer 
but Kodak Medalist-

Kodak Medalist in use, and typical results, are shown on the following pages. 
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Diaphragm Seal 

Diaphragm 

KODAK MEDALIST 
BASIC ASSEMBLY 

Built-in Adapter Ring for 

Filters, Supplementary 

Lenses, Lens Hood, etc. 

Low Shutter-Speed Scale ---=::::::::::::::~~JG;;;~;-;-~~I;::::===:::===Hi9h Shutter-Speed Scale 
Law Shutter-Speed Indicatar- High Shutter-Speed Indicator 

Shutter-Speed Setting Ring Cable-Release Socket 

Delayed-Exposure Lever 

Focusing 

Film-Type Indicator-----~...:s;;;.· 

Exposure-Counter 

Exposure ( n,,""o.,~ 

Hinge Latch 

Hinge for Groun 

Glass Panel 

Folding HnnN_----

Focusing Magnifier----

14 GROUND-GLASS PANEL 
(Included w ith Accessory Back) 

e-Exposure Lever 

Shutter-Cocking Signal 

Hinge Latch 

Film Planes 

Film-Holder Latch 

with Accessory Back) 

Glass Panel 

NOTE - For back extensions, 

units are planned which will 

fit into accessory back and 

accept film holders. 



Kodak Medalist is operated like a precision minia ture. You hold and focus it with the left hand .. . eheck 
co mposition a nd focus through the twin view. a nd ra nge.flnder eyepiece (see below) . Th e right hand 
advances roll film , automati cally cocking th e s hutter (or chan ges film holders, pulls ftlm.pack tabs, and 
cocks the shutter with the rear lever) ... then operates the body plunger release. 

Below: th e twin eyepiece framin g the rear 
lenses of both ra nge· and view-finder sys
tems. Th e large rec tangle (right) represents 
the fie ld as seen in th e v iew finder .. . th e 
central area, indi ca ted here by th e white 
outline, is magnified in the split-field range 
fi nder (as illu stra ted below) for criti ca l work_ 
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Below: the uniqu e hin ge la tch with 
whi ch KodakMedalis t'ss tandard bac k 
may be swung open at either end for 
loadin g or unl oadin g roll film, or re
moved, and replaced with the Acces
so ry Back for Shee t Film , Film P acks, 
a nd Plates. 
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Th e Accesso ry Back, shown above with film pack and 
adapter, also accepts film and pla te holders ... and plann ed 
extension units for pos itionin g film at greater dis tan ces 
from lens. Below: Kodak Me dalist , with Accesso ry Back an d 
[(round-glass panel, as used on tripod- with mi crofocusing 
knob for pos itive focusin[(. 



With Kodak Precision Enlarger Stand Assembly and Copying Lights, Kodak Medalist with its Accessory 
Back becomes a copying camera. Planned back·extens ion units may be used singly or in combination, 
for various magnifications. 

With Kodak Precision Enlarger Stand Assembly, 
Condenser Head A, and Camera Adapter A which 
fits into the Accessory Back, Kodak Medalist 
becomes a capable enlarger for its negatives. 

Kodak Medalist's Supermatic Shutter has a Cable 
Helease Socket accepting the Kodak Senior Syn
chronizer, Kodak Junior Synchronizer, or TBI 
No.2 Cable Helease for remote control. 
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MEDALIST 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

W ITH Kodak Medalist 's un
equaled 113.5 Ektar lens, and 
I j400-second Kodak Su per
matic shutter , you can make 
the kinds of pictures you want. 

The scope of the Medalis t 
can only be indica ted by the 
represenlative results repro
duced here ... the quality of 
its results can be evaluated 
only by examination of origi
nal Kodak Medalist prints at 
your dealer 's . 

FLASH 

SIlALL CREAMER 

London circa 1760 

Bailey Collection 

RECORD 



PICTORIAL 



STILL LIFE 



INDUSTRIAL 



INFORMAL PORTRAIT 

NO. 7791 7_41 PRINTED IN U . S . A. 



Chicago Camera Co. 
2324-2326 So. Michigan Ave. 

Chicago, III. 
Phone Calumet 4675 



PRICE LIST 
KODAK MEDALIST 

With 100-mm . Kodak Ektar f/3 .5 le ns and 1/400 Kodak Supermatic No . 2 shutter, Neck Strap, 
Adapter Ring Insert, and Lens Cap . ............. . . . .... .. .................. . .... . ........ $165.00 

ACCESSORIES 

Accessory Back for Sheet Film, Film Packs, and Plates, including Ground Glass Focusing Screen and 
T.B.I . Cable Release No . 2 ................................ . ........................... . 

Tan Leather Field Case, with Neck Strap ................................... . .. . .... .. ..... . 
Kodak Combination Film and Plate Holders, 2 '/.0 x 3 '/.0 in . or 6 .5 x 9 em., each . .......... . .... . 
Kodak Film Pack Adapter, 2 '/.0 x 3 '/.0 in .• . . • .................... . . . ......................... 
35-mm. Kodachrome Adapter A , or Bantam Kodachrome Adapter A .• •............. . .... . .. .. 
Kodak Junior Synchronizer (without lamp or batteries) . ........................ . .... .. . . ... . 
Kodak Senior Synchronizer (without lamp or batteries) ..................... . . . .... .. ....... . 
Kodak Precision Enlarger Stand Assembly . . . . .. . .... . ....... . .. . . . .... . .. . . . ............. . 
Kodak Precision Enlarger Copying Lights (without lamps) ••..... . . . . . ..... . .................. 
Kodak Precision Enlarger Condenser Head A {with No. 4 Condenser A , No . 212 Mazda Photo 

Enlarger lamp, one Glassless Negative Carrier A) ••. . .. .......... . ........................ 
Camera Adapter A for Kodak Precision Enlarger ............................... . .......• 
Kodak Combination Lens Attachments, Series VI (fit Adapter Ring Insert on Kodak Medalist) 

FILTERS- {For comple te list, see Price List of Filters fo r Pho tog raphic and Scientific Purposes) 

W rolle n K2 (Ye llow), A (Re d ), B (G reen}, (5 (Blu e}, G (Dee p Ye llow}, X-l (Light Green), X-2 (G reen) 
Filters, unmounted, ea ch . ........... . . . .. . .. .. .... . ..... . .. . .. . .. . ... . .......... . 

Kodachrome Haze Filte r, unmounte d .......... . .. .. . . ... . ..... . ..... .. .... . ..........• 
Kod achrom e Filte r for PhotoAood, unmounte d ..... . ....... . ................. . .... . .... . 
Ty pe A, Type B Kodachrome Filte rs, unmounte d , each ... . ......•.... . .. . ...... . .. . ... . .• 

18.50 
12.50 

1.50 
4 .75 

23.50 
6 .75 

16.50 
25.00 
10.00 

22.50 
10.00 

1.75 
1.75 
1.75 
1.75 
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